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Square Peg 2018

ArtCan Members exhibition at the Circle Gallery, Sheffield
Exhibition opportunity for ArtCan artist members only

Exhibition opportunity for 20 ArtCan members at The Circle Gallery, Sheffield that is ma
run by ArtCan artist Nick Grindrod. Nick will also be co-curating the exhibition.
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Square Peg 2018
ArtCan Members exhibition at the Circle Gallery, Sheffield

Square Peg is an ArtCan members’ show of artworks restricted to the size of 2ft x 2ft square.
With no restriction on the content this exhibition purely ‘frames’ the artist’s current work. In
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and improve opportunities for contemporary artists without compromise to their artistic
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The Gallery:

www.artcan.org.uk | Facebook, Twitter and Instagram @artcanorg |info@artcan.org.uk

The Circle Gallery – Sheffield
The Gallery at The Circle is spacious, versatile and stylish, showing contemporary art exhibit
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Monday – Friday 09.00 – 17.00

Will this exhibition opportunity suit you?
We are looking for the following:
-

20 ArtCan members exhibiting 1 x 2D artwork or slim wall relief that can be hung with 2
(Please note this is essential due to the hanging system)
All artworks must be 2ft x 2ft Square in size exactly (if framed the frame must be include
2ft x 2ft parameters)
We would hope that you will attend the private view in support of this exhibition

Alison J Carr

Manifesto
Photograph
£200.00

www.alisonjcarr.net @alliejcarr

Alison J Carr

Ascending a Staircase
Photograph
£200.00

Amy Oliver

Addiction
(You do it to yourself, you do)
Print on Perspex
£100.00
www.fragilityofself.co.uk @fragilityofself

Caroline Banks

Undercurrent
Gesso and copper leaf on natural linen
canvas
£570.00
www.carolinebanks.co.uk @cvbanks_art

Cathal Lindsay
The theme for ‘Square Peg’ resonated with me, as recently I have experienced mental health
issues; which left me feeling a like square peg and outsider even to myself. Of the people I have
met or spoken to outside of the mental health services, few feel comfortable talking about their
mental issues. This is getting better and with people being more open about their mental well
being, the stigma of mental illness is being slowly eroded. For people who have not experienced
mental health issues, such as severe depression and anxiety, it is hard to explain the warped
‘reality’ that your thought processes lock into. Even now during my recovery, I find it difficult to
fully describe the intensity of that ‘reality’ let alone express it effectively in a visual language.
My response to the square peg theme is auto biographical in nature and focused on my mental
health. These works try to express the torment of being at war with your own thoughts, your own
twisted identity that is willing you to self destructive expression. These paintings are the start of
a new series of works for me. They will aim to explore my own experience (and later hopefully the
experience of others). These paintings are directly informed by sketches and studies I produced
at some of my lowest points.
The portraits continue to explore my interest in cryptography, layering, colour and line. They also
express my fascination with translation. The way that nuance can be lost, although the intent or
semantic core of the information may still remain.
I feel these works have successfully communicated my initial response to my experience with
mental illness. There is more I wish to explore and investigate. 10 % of the sale of the works will
go to ‘Rethink’ and ‘Mind’ who have been instrumental in helping me over this difficult time.
Primarily I am an oil painter. My subject matter is mainly focused on the portraiture and figure.
Both generative art and digital glitching or datamoshing also hold my interest. After graduating
from De Montfort in Leicester (2000) I worked a series of odd jobs before experiencing the joy of
teaching art. With the arrival of my first born my family and I moved to Sheffield in 2012 where
I set out on my paint and turpentine sodden adventures in art. I hope you decide to join me at
least a little way. 			
						
										

Cathal Lindsay 2018

Cathal Lindsay

Harm of Self
Oil on Canvas
£500.00

www.cathalpaint.com @cathalpaint

Cathal Lindsay

Intrusive Thoughts
Oil on Canvas
£500.00

Genevieve Leavold

Darker Bloom
OIl on Canvas
£850.00

www.genevieveleavold.com @genevieveleavold

Geraldine Molia

Emotional Landscape II
Watercolour, pencil, oil pastel, copper leaf
£460.00

www.geraldinemolia.com @geraldine_molia

Hamish Macaulay

Hamish is a re-emerging artist whose work in painting and print usually features abstracted
landscapes and seascapes. He has been working on a much smaller scale with predominantly
square images.
The Square Peg exhibition has given him the opportunity and inspiration to challenge himself
within a larger format, and consider the balance of positive and negative space in the
advancement of his landscapes.
These pieces are from his new ‘Imagined Landscapes’ series.			
										

Hamish Macaulay

Sea of dreams: East
Ink on paper
£330.00

www.hamishmacaulay.com @HamishMacaulay

Hamish Macaulay

Sea of dreams: West
Ink on paper
£330.00

Heather Burwell

‘Quite often in society we are expected to behave in a certain way or to fit within a certain mould
and the constraints of this can be quite puzzling, like the feeling of being a square peg in a round
hole. We also have a need to seek out individuals and groups that share a common ground.
With the use of the sliding puzzle frame and the content this painting reflects my own personal
need of belonging within society contrasted with the desire also to be different.’ 			
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Heather Burwell

‘In the Pink’ (Self Portrait)
Oil on canvas board
£750.00

www.heatherburwellart.co.uk @artyegg

Hedy Parry-Davies

“The geological map, like a colourful abstract
painting is glimpsed through the grey and silver streets.
The work is my interpretation of the Steel City’s
industrial past.”
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Hedy Parry-Davies

Geometry in Silver
Tessellated collage, maps, silver paper
£484.00

www.hedyparrydavies.com @hedyilana

Hedy Parry-Davies

Canary Wharf Geometry
Tessellated paper collage
£920.00

Kate Enters
“Every child is an artist. The problem is how to remain an artist once we grow up.”
							
											
Pablo Picasso

There are times when you forget that your most prized possession was a teddy bear called
‘Earnest’. There are times when you forget that once you didn’t know who Donald Trump was, or
understand the implications of such a person on the world. There are times when you forget that
playing knock-out-whist with your mum whilst listening to Radio 3 was your idea of peace and
security. There are times when you forget that you had absolutely no idea that you were not the
centre of the world and that it is actually huge! There are times when you forget that the
magnitude of hurt was school yard teasing because you played the flute. There are times when
you forget that all you wanted to do was run through fields on your imaginary horse because you
were allergic to real ones!
Ignorance is not bliss but the simplicity of childhood needs to be remembered daily. We look
around and feel battered and bruised by the world and wonder what is the point? There is a point
though.. and that is to encourage and celebrate the child and fun within all of us and hope that
the empathy that innocence creates is enough to ensure some happiness in this crazy fucked up
world...
Well that is what I think anyway.. and is why I painted this piece.. Keep looking through and out
of your own space, if you can.
Inspired by Playschool (BBC TV 1964 - 1988) which is kind of ironic seeing as I grew up without a
TV!
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Kate Enters

Don’t forget..
Acrylic on Canvas
£700.00

www.kateenters.co.uk @KateEnters

Lawrence Mathias

Woman gathering sticks
Acrylic on board
£250.00

www.lawrencemathias.com @loljomat

Lawrence Mathias

Matrimandir
Acrylic on board
£250.00

Michelle Hold

“Very often I have the feeling that some really
important knowledge has been lost from our human
past but that we are close to unveiling it.”
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Michelle Hold

Searching for Lost Knowledge
Mixed media on canvas
£530.00

www.michellehold.com @4michellehold

Nick Grindrod

Conclave: as an artist we place our heart on our sleeves when we show our work.
We want to be accepted by the people we love and
respect, but also strangers.
It takes courage not to fit in.
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Nick Grindrod

Conclave
Acrylic and mixed media on plywood
£795.00

@njgrindrod

Sal Jones

As the Square Peg exhibition run coincides with International Women’s Day and this year is the
centenary of the first votes for women, I think it works to have a painting of a woman, painted by
a woman, as part of the show.
Besides literally being ‘a woman framed’ (surrounded by a border) the title refers to a woman
falsely incriminated. In memory of all the ‘witches’ and ‘saints’, mothers and daughters who have
suffered false accusations primarily because of their gender.
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Sal Jones

A Woman Framed
Oil on linen
£850.00

www.saljonesart.com @senojlas

ArtCan is a company limited by guarantee registered in England & Wales: 10193210

